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MOTION COMPENSATING TRANSFORMATION FOR VIDEO CODING

TECHNICAL FIELD

Implementations are described that relate to motion transformation. Various

particular implementations further relate to encoding images to which motion

transformation has been applied.

BACKGROUND

Video sequences often exhibit significant redundancy between the pictures of a

sequence. Often this redundancy can be removed during encoding operations.

However, at other times, this redundancy is not removed with the use of standard

encoding operations.

SUMMARY

According to a general aspect, a first picture is transformed to remove at least

some motion occurring between the first picture and a second picture. The transformed

first picture and one or more parameters indicating the transformation are provided for

encoding.

According to another general aspect, metadata indicates a transformation

performed on a first picture to remove at least some motion occurring between the first

picture and a second picture. Further, a transformed first picture is a transformation of

the first picture using the transformation indicated by the metadata.

According to another general aspect, a decoded version of a transformation of a

first picture is accessed. One or more decoded parameters indicating the

transformation is accessed. The transformation is based on motion between the first

picture and a second picture and removes at least some motion occurring between the

first picture and the second picture. The decoded transformation of the first picture is

inverse transformed to restore all or part of the motion.

The details of one or more implementations are set forth in the accompanying

drawings and the description below. Even if described in one particular manner, it

should be clear that implementations may be configured or embodied in various

manners. For example, an implementation may be performed as a method, or



embodied as an apparatus, such as, for example, an apparatus configured to perform a

set of operations or an apparatus storing instructions for performing a set of operations,

or embodied in a signal. Other aspects and features will become apparent from the

following detailed description considered in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings and the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block/flow diagram depicting an implementation of an apparatus and

process for performing motion transformation and encoding, as well as retransformation

and decoding.

FIG. 2 is a more detailed block/flow diagram depicting an implementation of an

apparatus and process for performing motion transformation and encoding, as well as

retransformation and decoding.

FIGS. 3(a)-(e) are primarily a pictorial representation of an implementation of a

process for performing motion transformation, and providing output encoded data.

FIG. 4 is a pictorial representation of an example of a video picture sequence

illustrating motion between the pictures.

FIG. 5 is a pictorial representation of the video sequence of FIG. 4 after applying

some operations of an implementation of a motion transformation process.

FIG. 6 is a pictorial representation of an implementation of a canvas picture.

FIG. 7 is a pictorial representation of three constituent pictures enclosed in the

canvas picture of FIG. 6 .

FIG. 8 is a pictorial representation of an implementation of a process that

includes motion transformation, resizing, and reordering a sequence of video pictures.

FIG. 9A is a pictorial representation of an implementation of a process that

includes decoding, retransforming, and resizing a sequence of video pictures.

FIG. 9B is a pictorial representation of another implementation of a process that

includes decoding, retransforming, and resizing a sequence of video pictures.

FIG. 10 is a block/flow diagram depicting an implementation of an apparatus and

process for applying motion transformation to a picture.

FIG. 11 is a block/flow diagram depicting an implementation of an apparatus and

process for applying motion retransformation to a picture.



FIG. 12 is a block/flow diagram depicting an implementation of an encoder and

an encoding process that may be used with one or more implementations.

FIG. 13 is a block/flow diagram depicting an implementation of a decoder and a

decoding process that may be used with one or more implementations.

FIG. 14 is a block/flow diagram depicting an implementation of a transmission

system and process that may be used with one or more implementations.

FIG. 15 is a block/flow diagram depicting an example of a receiving system and

process that may be used with one or more implementations.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Video sequences often exhibit motion from one picture to another. The motion

may be for a particular object. The motion also, or alternatively, may apply more

generally to the picture than just to a single object. For example, the motion may be for

a set of objects or a background. Such motion is often referred to as global motion.

Removing all or part of the global motion, to produce transformed pictures, may cause

the transformed video pictures to more closely resemble each other. Such resemblance

can allow standard encoding operations to encode the transformed video pictures more

efficiently. The increase in efficiency may result from, for example, smaller motion

vectors, fewer motion vectors, smaller residues, or fewer residues, as is discussed

further below.

As a preview of some of the features presented in this application, at least one

implementation describes transforming the pictures in a video sequence to remove at

least some of the global motion. The transformed pictures are then capable of being

encoded more efficiently. The implementation also encodes information describing the

transformation. A decoder receives the encoded pictures and the encoded

transformation information. After decoding, the decoder is able to retransform the

decoded pictures, based on the decoded transformation information.

Such transformations may be considered as a form of video data pruning

("VDP"). VDP attempts, generally, to improve compression efficiency by preprocessing

video pictures by "pruning" (removing) some information allowing the video pictures to

be encoded at lower bitrates. At least one implementation uses a VDP approach for

improving compression efficiency. Data pruning methods aim at improving compression



efficiency beyond that achieved by standard compression methods. The main principle

of many implementations of such methods is to remove data before (or during)

encoding and to put back the removed data at the receiver after (or during) decoding.

At least one implementation proposes a global motion compensation approach to

improve compression. In this implementation, the VDP paradigm is realized by

"pruning" away all or part of the global motion in video. The pruning occurs by

transforming pictures in a group-of-pictures (GOP) to the coordinate system of a single

reference picture. This allows the GOP to be encoded using fewer motion-vectors for

macroblocks in the static portion of the picture. In order to successfully reconstruct the

original video sequence, in this implementation we transmit information that indicates

the transformation. Such information is typically the transformation matrices, and it is

transmitted as metadata. The metadata allows the decoder side to retransform each

picture to obtain the original sequence.

Note that global motion describes motion in a picture based on a perspective

transform. Accordingly, using a transform allows global motion to be at least partially,

pruned away.

The transformation allows pictures to be more efficiently coded for several

reasons. For example, in various implementations, there are numerous motion vectors

that are now similar (perhaps even being motion vectors that indicate "no motion"), and

these are easier to compress than motion vectors that are widely varying. As another

example, in various implementations, the block that a motion vector points to in a

reference picture will now (because of the transformation) be a much better match to

the current block being coded. This may occur because, for example, rotational and

other motion has been removed. As a result of the better match, smaller residues

result, and the smaller residues can be encoded with a comparatively small number of

bits.

Referring to FIG. 1, a process 100 provides an overview of several

implementations. The process 100 begins by receiving input video pictures for, for

example, a GOP ( 1 10). The process 100 then estimates the transformation matrices

that describe the transformation of each picture in the GOP to a single reference picture

(120). The transformation matrices are then stored as metadata, and typically there is a



separate transformation matrix for each picture in the GOP that is being transformed

(120). Then, the process 100 transforms each picture in the GOP so that the entire

GOP is now in a single coordinate system(120). The operation 120 thus includes

estimating the transformation matrices, and performing the transformations, and

provides as output (130) the transformed pictures and the metadata describing the

transformation matrices.

The transformation of a picture generally creates several static spatiotemporal

regions. A static spatiotemporal region is a portion of the picture whose position in the

picture does not change with respect to the preceding picture. The existence of the

static spatiotemporal regions allows an encoder to avoid storing motion vectors and

significant residuals for these static spatiotemporal regions. For example, in one

implementation, if the residual for a given block is small, then an encoder encodes that

block with a "skip" mode. This skip mode is indicated by a single flag, and no motion

vectors are encoded. The skip mode flag, in at least one implementation, indicates that

the given block is to be reconstructed with the block pointed to by a motion vector

predicted from blocks neighboring the given block. The process 100 continues,

therefore, by encoding the transformed pictures (140). The operation 140 also includes

encoding the metadata.

On the decoder side, the process 100 decodes the encoded pictures and the

encoded metadata (150). This produces a reconstruction of the transformed pictures

and the metadata (160). The process 100 then uses the transformation matrices (sent

as metadata) to retransform (170) the pictures back to the original coordinate systems

of the pictures. The operation 170 produces as output a reconstruction of the input

video pictures 110, referred to as output pictures 180.

Referring to FIG. 2 , a process 200 is shown that provides additional details for

various aspects of the process 100. The process 200 includes accessing an input video

sequence (205), such as, for example, a GOP. A transformation reference picture is

selected from the input video sequence (210). The transformation reference picture in

one implementation is selected to be one of the interior (that is, not the first or last)

pictures of a GOP so that the relative motion to all other pictures in the GOP is reduced

or minimized.



The process 200 includes estimating, for each picture (except the transformation

reference picture) in the input video sequence, the motion between the picture and the

transformation reference picture (215). The process 200 also includes determining

transformation metadata for each picture that is being transformed (220). The metadata

is typically determined (220) as part of the motion estimation operation (215). The

pictures that are to be transformed are then transformed using the set of transformation

matrices, Θ (225). The transformations (225) have the effect of transforming the

pictures to the coordinate system of a single reference picture. More specifically, in this

implementation, the transformations have the effect of transforming the pictures to the

coordinate system of the transformation reference picture.

Referring to FIGS. 3(a)-(e), we now discuss one implementation for performing

the motion estimation of the operation 215, as well as the transformation metadata

determination of the operation 220. FIG. 3(a) shows an input set of high-resolution

("HR") pictures, Hi, H2, H3, and H4, with H designated as the transformation reference

picture.

FIG. 3(b) shows the motion between each picture H t (that is, H2, H3, and H4) to

the reference picture (H-i) of the set. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the

reference picture is . Let us simplify the problem by assuming that there is only

global motion among the pictures. In other words, we assume that the motion of pixels

between any two pictures can be described by a global transformation with a few

parameters. Examples of global transformations include translation, rotation, affine

warp, projective transformation, etc.

In order to estimate the motion from picture to picture Hj, we first choose a

parametric global motion model that describes the motion between pictures. Using the

data from - ,· and HJ the parameters of the model are then determined. Henceforth,

we shall typically denote the transformation by , and its parameters by The

transformation 0,y can then be used to align (or warp) , to Hj (or vice versa using the

inverse model 0y; = 0 y~1 ) . FIG. 3(b) shows these transformations, referring to them as

transformations Θ 2 1 , Θ 3 1, and Θ 4 1 , or t more generally.

Global motion can be estimated using a variety of models and methods. One

commonly used model is the projective transformation given by:



a x + a2y + a blx + b2y + b
' y

cl x + c2y + l c x + c y + \

The above equations give the new position {xn w, ynew) in to which the pixel at

(x, y) in H has moved. Note, however, that in moving the pixel (x, y) in , to the new

position {Xnew, new) in Hj, the actual value of the pixel may, or may not, be changed.

The above transformation pertains to the mapping between the spatial coordinates and

not the pixel values themselves. The pixel values for some transformations (for

example, horizontal translations of a discrete number of pixels) will not change.

However, the pixel values for other transformations will change due to, for example,

interpolation in the case of non-integer pixel-location movement. Thus the eight model

parameters = {ai, a2, a^, , 2, 3, i , c2} describe the motion from , to Hj. The

parameters are usually estimated by first determining a set of point correspondences

between the two pictures and then using a robust estimation framework such as

RANSAC or its variants, as is known in the art. Point correspondences between

pictures can be determined by a number of methods, for example, by extracting and

matching SIFT features or using optical flow, both of which are known in the art.

In order to perform global motion compensation, the motion between each

picture H t to the reference picture ( - 1) is estimated. Hence, three sets of parameters

are estimated: 2 1 , 3 1, and 4 1 (corresponding to transformations Θ 2 1 , Θ 3 1 , and Θ 4 1) .

The transformation is invertible and the inverse model Θ , = Θ , 1 describes the motion

from Hj to H,.

One or more implementations operate in the following manner. At least one

implementation determines correspondences between points in a given picture and the

transformation reference picture by, for example, using SIFT or optical flow. These

correspondences are, in various implementations, uniquely identifiable interest points

that are present in both pictures and whose surroundings exhibit high texture. Such

correspondences include, in certain implementations, one or more of a corner of a table

or other object, or an edge of an object that is in both of the pictures.



Using those correspondences, these particular implementations estimate the

global motion for the whole picture using, for example, RANSAC. This provides a

motion for the picture based on the motion of the correspondence points The motion

model used is, for many implementations, more complex and flexible than the

translational model used in standard encoders.

Referring to FIG. 4 , a simple example is shown for a sequence of three pictures

410, 420, and 430. The pictures 410, 420, and 430 illustrate a global motion that is

purely translational in the horizontal direction. Of course, the use of horizontal

translation provides a simple transformation example. However, other implementations

use transformations that (i) are non-translational, such as, for example, a rotational

transformation, (ii) are translational in the vertical direction in addition to, or instead of,

the horizontal direction, and/or (iii) include translational and non-translational aspects.

Referring again to FIG. 4 , the horizontal translation can be seen by examining a

stationary object. Each of the pictures 410, 420, and 430 include a tree 440, which is

stationary and is seen to move (shift) from right to left in the picture sequence by an

amount that we will simply refer to as "shift". Thus, the global motion is from right to left,

as is indicated by the tree 440. The tree 440 is assumed to have a horizontal pixel

location of (X+shift) in the picture 410, X in the picture 420, and X-shift in the picture

430.

The sequence also shows non-global motion of a vehicle 450 that is in each of

the pictures 4 0, 420, and 430. The vehicle is seen to move from left to right in the

picture sequence. The goal of a transformation described in FIG. 4 would be to

estimate the global motion, as indicated by the tree 440.

We select the picture 420 as the transformation reference picture. Accordingly,

we then determine the transformation from the picture 410 to the picture 420, and the

picture 430 to the picture 420, so that all three pictures 410, 420, and 430 will have the

same coordinate system. Using the model of Equation 1 above, the global motion of

FIG. 4 would be shown by the following transformation and transformation parameters:



Θ 410, 420 : (a1 , a2, a3) = (1, 0 , -shift)

(b1 , b2, b3) = (0, 1, 0)

(c1 , c2) = (0, 0)

430, 420- (a1 , a2, a3) = ( 1 , 0 , +shift)

(b1 , b2, b3) = (0, 1, 0)

(c1 , c2) = (0, 0)

04io , 42o denotes the transformation from the picture 4 10 to the transformation

reference picture 420

0430 , 420 denotes the transformation from the picture 430 to the transformation

reference picture 420

Once the transformation matrices have been determined, w e transform each

picture H t to the coordinate system of the reference picture FIG. 3(c) shows the

pictures H2, H3, and H4 transformed into pictures T2, T3, and T4, respectively. FIG. 3(c)

also displays a "T" next to each of T2, T3, and T4 to indicate that these pictures are

transformed pictures. The transformed pictures T2, T3, and T4 are in the coordinate

system of the reference picture . Further, FIG. 3(c) shows the three transformations

(Θ 2 1, 031 , and 041 ) over the transformed pictures.

The transformations create large static spatiotemporal regions in the GOP.

These regions can be exploited during encoding, as explained earlier. We also transmit

Θ as metadata and the size of the original image (as explained later) in order to

retransform all the pictures to their original respective coordinate systems. FIG. 3(d)

shows the metadata as the transformations 0 2 , Θ 3 1 , and 04i . However, some

implementations store as metadata the individual parameters Θ. It should also be clear

that FIG. 3(d) does not show the size of the original image. However, FIG. 3(e) shows

that the encoded data of one implementation includes pictures H , T2 T3, and T4, the

transformation metadata for the three transformations 2 , 03i , and Θ 4 1 , and the original

picture size.



We note that the transformed pictures are quadrilaterals and need not

necessarily be rectangles. For example, the transformation can change the shape of

the picture. This is not the case for the example of FIG. 4 . In FIG. 4 , the transformation

merely changes the horizontal pixel values. Accordingly, the transformed pictures of the

example of FIG. 4 are rectangles. However, in a more general case, in which the global

motion is not purely horizontal, the transformed pictures will not be rectangles.

Therefore, in at least one implementation, we transform all the pictures and find

the size of the minimum enclosing rectangle for all the quadrilaterals. We call this the

canvas picture and this is used as the size of each picture in the video we pass to the

encoder. Use of a single canvas picture for an entire GOP allows us to line up all of the

transformed pictures for the GOP in one large picture, and assists us in identifying

existing static spatiotemporal regions in a GOP. This process is also indicated in an

operation 230 of FIG. 2 .

We note that other implementations use transformations that do not produce

quadrilaterals. Rather, such transformations produce more complex results.

Referring to FIG. 5 , the simple example of FIG. 4 is continued. FIG. 5 includes a

resized transformed picture 5 0 , a resized picture 520, and a resized transformed

picture 530. All three pictures 5 10 , 520, and 530, have been resized to a canvas picture

(minimum enclosing rectangle) that includes the transformations of the pictures 4 10 and

430, as well as the picture 420. Note that the transformations of the pictures 4 10 and

430 are not resized, per se. That is, the transformations of the pictures 4 10 and 430

retain the characteristics produced by the transformation algorithm. The resizing refers,

rather, to the fact that the transformations of the pictures 4 10 and 430 are individually

inserted into a canvas picture having a larger (enclosing) size. The larger (enclosing)

size provides a new size, but does not change the transformation. Therefore, the

resulting canvas-sized pictures 5 10 and 530 are larger than the original transformations

of the pictures 4 10 and 430, but include the original transformations of the pictures 4 10

and 430.

The picture 5 10 includes a region 5 15 , shown outlined with a dashed box, that

corresponds to the transformation of the picture 4 10 . The picture 520 includes a region

525, shown outlined with a dashed box, that corresponds to the picture 420. The



picture 530 includes a region 535, shown outlined with a dashed box, that corresponds

to the transformation of the picture 430. As can be seen, the regions 515, 525, and

535, if superimposed, will define a minimum enclosing rectangle that is the size of the

pictures 510, 520, and 530.

Referring to FIGS. 6 and 7 , a more general case is presented. FIG. 6 presumes

a video sequence of three pictures, referred to as Picture 1, Picture 2 , and Picture 3 ,

which are not shown. Pictures 2 and 3 are transformed to the coordinate system of

Picture 1, as indicated by FIG. 6 . The transformed Picture 2 and the transformed

Picture 3 are superimposed on the Picture 1 in FIG. 6 . Thus, FIG. 6 defines the

minimum enclosing rectangle.

The minimum enclosing rectangle of FIG. 6 is used as the size of all three

constituent pictures in FIG. 7 . FIG. 7 shows separately the three pictures of: a resized

Picture 1, a resized transformed Picture 2 , and a resized transformed Picture 3 . The

use of the term "resized" carries the same meaning as discussed above with respect to

FIG. 4 . The three pictures of FIG. 7 are, in certain implementations, provided to an

encoder for encoding.

In particular implementations, however, prior to encoding we reorder the pictures,

as described in an operation 235 of FIG. 2 . In such implementations, we reorder the

pictures before encoding such that the transformation reference picture is also an intra-

coded picture. The intra-coded picture is generally used as a prediction reference

picture in prediction encoding (such as used in, for example, H.264 prediction modes).

The purpose of the reordering is to ensure that the intra-coded picture, which is also a

prediction reference picture, is not a smoothed picture.

The picture transformation is, in particular implementations, implemented with

bilinear interpolation. Bilinear interpolation has a smoothing effect on pictures.

However, because the transformation reference picture is not transformed, the

transformation reference picture is not smoothed. Recall, however, that in many

implementations, the transformation reference picture is selected to be a picture from

the interior of a GOP. Given that many encoders further select only the first picture in a

GOP to be an intra-coded picture (and a prediction reference picture), such encoders

will be using a transformed (and therefore smoothed) picture as the intra-coded picture.



Such implementations will, therefore, be doing prediction-based encoding using a

smoothed prediction reference picture.

Therefore, to prevent the use of smoothed pictures as intra-coded pictures and

prediction reference pictures, particular implementations reorder the pictures. One such

reordering moves the transformation reference picture, assumed to be the median

picture in a GOP, so that it is the first picture in the GOP. Further, to prevent temporal

discontinuity, the pictures following the median picture in the GOP are also reordered so

that they are the second and following pictures of the GOP. Thus, the order of the

pictures is retained for the median (original ordering) picture and those pictures

following the median picture. Then, after the last picture of the GOP has been

reordered, the remaining pictures of the original sequence, which are the first pictures in

the original ordering, are reordered to be at the end of the GOP, starting from the first

picture. By reordering as just described, the static spatiotemporal volume (that is, the

aggregate size of the static spatiotemporal regions) for the GOP is increased for many

implementations. Increasing the aggregate size of the static spatiotemporal regions

generally increases compression efficiency.

Referring to FIG. 8 , the picture reordering process of the above implementation is

described graphically. FIG. 8 includes a sequence 810 of three pictures, including Hi,

H2, and H3. H2 is selected as a transformation reference picture, and the two pictures

H and H3 are transformed with respect to H2 so that all three pictures Hi, H2, and H3

are on the coordinate system of H2.

FIG. 8 also includes a sequence 820 of three pictures, including THi, enlarged

H2, and TH3. THi is a resized transformed version of Hi. TH3 is a resized transformed

version of H3. Enlarged H2 is a resized version of H2. The size of THi, enlarged H2, and

TH3 is the minimum enclosing rectangle of the superimposing of the following three

pictures: a transformation of Hi, H2, and a transformation of H3. As indicated in FIG. 8 ,

THi and TH3 are smoothed by the transformation.

FIG. 8 also includes a sequence 830 of three pictures. The sequence 830

includes a reordering of the three pictures of the sequence 820. The resized version of

the transformation reference picture, H2, is reordered to be the first picture in the GOP.

Then, the pictures following the enlarged H2 in the sequence 820 are reordered to follow



the enlarged H2 in the sequence 830. This results in TH3 becoming the second picture

of the sequence 830. Then, the remaining pictures of the sequence 820, which are the

first pictures of the sequence 820 are reordered. These first pictures are inserted after

TH3 in the sequence 830. This results in THi becoming the third picture of the

sequence 830.

FIG. 8 shows, with respect to the sequence 830, that the enlarged H2 picture is

encoded as an intra-coded picture, referred to as an I picture in FIG. 8 . Further, TH3

and TH are encoded as inter-coded pictures, referred to as P pictures in FIG. 8 . Using

typical H.264 encoders, TH3 and THi of the sequence 830 would generally be inter-

coded using the I picture (the enlarged H2 picture) as a prediction reference picture.

Encoding is also described in FIG. 2 . The process 200 of FIG. 2 includes

encoding the reordered video pictures (240), and encoding transformation metadata

and an original video picture size (245). The original video picture size is, in this

implementation, the original size of all pictures in the GOP. Other implementations

have pictures of different sizes and, therefore, transmit information indicating the

original sizes of all pictures. The original picture size is used on the decoder side, in at

least one implementation, as explained below.

In at least one implementation, on the decoder side, we recover a reconstruction

of the input video picture sequence. Referring again to FIG. 2 , the process 200 includes

accessing and decoding the transformation metadata (250), accessing and decoding

the original video picture size (250), and accessing and decoding the video pictures

(255). In the implementation of FIG. 3 , the decoded pictures include Hi, T2, T3, and T4.

The process 200 includes reordering the decoded video pictures (260) to restore

the original order. In the implementation of FIG. 8 , reordering includes moving TH to

the front of the GOP ahead of the enlarged H2 and TH3.

The process 200 includes retransforming the reordered video pictures (265).

Retransforming refers to performing an inverse transformation. The transformation

metadata of various implementations indicates the transformation. The metadata of one

particular such implementation indicates the transformation by describing the

transformation parameters. The metadata of another particular such implementation



indicates the transformation by describing the parameters for the inverse

transformation.

Note that in performing an inverse transformation, various implementations do

not reconstruct the original picture exactly. For example, in many implementations the

following aspects are present and contribute to not being able to reconstruct the original

picture exactly: (i) the transformation algorithm includes interpolation, (ii) the

transformed pictures are compressed in a lossy manner due to, for example,

quantization, (iii) the compressed transformed pictures are decompressed in the lossy

manner, and (iv) the decompressed transformed pictures are inverse transformed in a

process that includes interpolation.

In various implementations, the transformation that is used is selected from a

limited set. In these implementations, additional metadata, in the form of, for example,

a flag bit(s), are provided to indicate which of the allowable (available) transformations

(motion models) has been used. The decoder uses the flag bit(s) to select, or to help

select, the proper inverse transformation to use. In one or more of these

implementations, the available transformations (for example, translational , rotational , or

perspective) have different numbers of parameters. Therefore, by including a flag to

indicate the selected transformation, these implementations are often able to save bits

by using the transformations more frequently that have fewer parameters, and therefore

using the more complex models less frequently. Additionally, bits may be saved if a

transformation is selected that produces lower residues than another available

transformation. However, even if bits are not saved, these implementations provide

additional flexibility and may, for certain types of content, provide subjectively better

reconstructed pictures.

The process 200 includes resizing the retransformed video pictures (270). A

simple example will now be discussed for the implementation of the resizing operation

270, as well as the retransforming operation 265.

In the implementation of FIG. 5 , for example, the pictures 5 10 and 530 are

transformed pictures, and the pictures 5 10 , 520, and 530 are resized pictures having

the size of an enclosing rectangle. In one implementation, the pictures 5 10 , 520, and

530 of FIG. 5 are encoded and provided to a decoder.



Continuing with this implementation, referring to FIG. 9A, there are shown in FIG.

9A decoded versions of the pictures 5 0 , 520, and 530. The decoded versions are

referred to as pictures 5 10', 520', and 530', respectively. The retransforming operations

for the pictures 5 10' and 530' are simple horizontal shifts. After the retransforming

operations at a decoder-side, these pictures become pictures 9 10 , 920, and 930,

respectively.

Note that all of the content of the pictures 5 10' and 530' are retained in 9 10 and

930, respectively. This is analogous to the transforming operation of the pictures 4 10

and 430, which retained all of the content in producing the transformed pictures 5 10 and

530.

The pictures 9 10 , 920, and 930 no longer have a common coordinate system .

The different coordinate systems are shown by the horizontal staggering of the pictures

9 10 , 920, and 930. The horizontal staggering of the pictures 9 10 , 920, and 930 is

implemented to horizontally align common x-coordinates from the three pictures 9 10 ,

920, and 930. This is shown by the horizontal alignment of the point (0, 0) in each of

the pictures 9 0 , 920, and 930.

Note that in one or more implementations the metadata includes (i) the

transformation parameters, (ii) the origin of the reference picture, and (iii) the size of the

original picture. The last two items of information are typically two integers each, and so

do not typically represent significant overhead. Additionally, the transformation

parameters typically provide the position of each transformation (for example,

quadrilateral) on the canvas picture relative to the origin. Thus, the transformation

parameters and the origin allow a determination of the exact extent and position of the

transformed picture on the canvas picture.

The pictures 9 10 , 920, and 930 are resized by extracting portions having the

original picture size. The resizing thus uses the decoded original picture size value.

The original picture size is indicated by the dashed lines in FIG. 9A that carve out, or

extract, a portion of each of the pictures 9 10 , 920, and 930. The extracted portions from

the pictures 9 0 , 920, and 930 are shown as regions 9 5 , 925, and 935, respectively.

The regions 9 15 , 925, and 935 correspond to the original pictures 4 10 , 420, and 430,

respectively.



Referring to FIG. 9B, a retransformation and resizing process of another

implementation is depicted. FIG. 9B provides an alternate way to conceptualize the

retransformation. The implementation of FIG. 9B knows the size of the pictures that

were encoded, and if the retransformation pushes content outside of that size, then that

content is simply ignored. In the implementation depicted by FIG. 9B, the decoded

pictures 5 10', 520', and 530' are retransformed into pictures 940, 920 (same as in FIG.

9A), and 960, respectively.

In contrast to the pictures 9 10 and 930 of FIG. 9A, not all of the content of the

pictures 5 10' and 530' are retained in the pictures 940 and 960, respectively. However,

assuming that the original picture sizes of the pictures 4 10 , 420, and 430 are the same,

there will be no loss of content from the original pictures 4 10 , 420, and 430. As in FIG.

9A, the pictures 940, 920, and 960 no longer have a common coordinate system (for

example, the tree 440 is not in the same place in all three pictures 940, 920, and 960).

The pictures 940, 920, and 960 are resized by extracting portions having the

original picture size. The resizing thus uses the decoded original picture size value.

The original picture size is indicated by the dashed lines in FIG. 9B that carve out, or

extract, a portion of each of the pictures 940, 920, and 960. The extracted portions from

the pictures 940, 920, and 960 are shown as regions 9 15 , 925, and 935, respectively.

The regions 9 15 , 925, and 935 (as in FIG. 9A) correspond to the original pictures 4 10 ,

420, and 430, respectively.

Note that the operations on the encoder-side of the process 200 do not mirror, in

order, the operations on the decoder-side of the process 200. Specifically, the encoder-

side performs transformation (225), resizing (230), and reordering (235), but the

decoder-side performs reordering (260), retransformation (265), and resizing (270). So

the decoder-side reverses the order by performing retransformation prior to resizing.

This occurs because, in this implementation, the decoder-side does not necessarily

have enough information to resize prior to retransformation. More specifically, the

decoder-side does not receive metadata indicating the exact location of the transformed

picture within the enclosing rectangle. Other implementations do indeed encode and

transmit this information by, for example, including metadata identifying the four corners

of the transformed picture, which is in general a quadrilateral. Accordingly, this



implementation retransforms the entire enclosing rectangle, and then extracts (resizes)

the appropriate region.

Referring to FIG. 10, there is shown a process 1000 for transforming a picture.

The process 1000 includes transforming a first picture to remove at least some motion

occurring between the first picture and a second picture (1010). The operation 1010 is

performed, in one implementation, by the operation 225 of the process 200.

The process 000 further includes providing the transformed first picture, and

one or more parameters indicating the transformation, for encoding (1020). The

operation 1020 occurs, in one implementation, prior to the encoding operations 240 and

245 of the process 200.

Referring to FIG. 11, there is shown a process 1100 for retransforming (also

referred to as inverse transforming) a picture. The process 1100 includes accessing a

decoded version of a transformation of a first picture ( 1 110). The operation 1110

occurs, in one implementation, after the decoding operation 255 of the process 200.

The process 1100 includes accessing one or more decoded parameters

indicating the transformation, wherein the transformation is based on motion between

the first picture and a second picture and removes at least some motion occurring

between the first picture and the second picture ( 1 120). The operation 1120 occurs, in

one implementation, after the decoding operation 250 of the process 200.

The process 1100 includes inverse transforming the decoded transformation of

the first picture to restore all or part of the motion ( 1 130). The operation 1130 is

performed, in one implementation, by the retransformation operation 265 of the process

200.

Note that various implementations perform decoding at the encoding side in

order to provide reconstructions of the encoded data. Providing such reconstructions at

the encoder allows, for example, the encoder to use the same pictures (reconstructed

pictures) for prediction reference pictures that the decoder uses. Providing such

reconstructions at the encoder also allows, for example, the encoder to more precisely

determine the resulting distortion from various encoding modes.

Some implementations perform the retransformation operation at the encoder

side. This allows the encoder to determine, for example, a distortion that is based on



retransformed pictures rather than merely on transformed pictures. Such distortion

measures provide better measures of end-to-end quality in various applications in which

the retransformed pictures are of the most interest. Such distortion measures are

particularly useful in certain applications for providing, for example, better selections of

coding modes so as to increase the quality of the retransformed pictures. For example,

in certain implementations, the encoder determines, based on the distortion measures,

whether to encode a GOP normally or with a transformation.

Various implementations describe an apparatus for performing transformation

and/or retransformation, or more generally, for performing one or more of the operations

of the process 200. The structure used in these implementations can vary. Examples

are provided throughout this application, and several are provided below.

- Some of these implementations include a means for transforming a first picture

to remove at least some motion occurring between the first picture and a second

picture. Examples of such a means, provided in various implementations, include one

or more of the following, either individually or in combination: a processor and more

particularly a processor programmed to perform the transforming operation, an

application specific integrated circuit designed to perform the transforming operation,

hardware circuit elements appropriately configured and interconnected to perform the

transforming operation, or programmable logic appropriately programmed to perform

the transforming operation.

- Some of these implementations include means for providing the transformed

first picture and one or more parameters indicating the transformation for encoding.

Examples of such a means, provided in various implementations, include one or more

of the following, either individually or in combination: a register, a cache, a latch,

another memory or storage device, a pin, trace, or a function return or a function call

(returning information from, or supplying information to, a software function routine)

being performed by a processor.

- Some of these implementations include means for receiving a decoded version

of a transformation of a first picture and for accessing one or more decoded parameters

indicating the transformation, wherein the transformation is based on motion between

the first picture and the second picture and removes at least some motion occurring



between the first picture and the second picture. Examples of such a means, provided

in various implementations, include one or more of the following, either individually or in

combination: a register, a cache, a latch, another memory or storage device, a pin, a

trace, or a function return or a function call (returning information from, or supplying

information to, a software function routine) being performed by a processor.

- Some of these implementations include means for inverse transforming the

decoded transformation of the first picture to restore all or part of the motion. Examples

of such a means, provided in various implementations, include one or more of the

following, either individually or in combination: a processor and more particularly a

processor programmed to perform the inverse transforming operation, an application

specific integrated circuit designed to perform the inverse transforming operation,

hardware circuit elements appropriately configured and interconnected to perform the

inverse transforming operation, or programmable logic appropriately programmed to

perform the inverse transforming operation.

Referring to FIG. 12, an encoder 1200 depicts an implementation of an encoder

that is used, in various implementations, to encode images such as, for example, video

images or depth images. The encoder 1200 is also used, in particular implementations,

to encode data, such as, for example, metadata providing information about the

encoded bitstream. The encoder 1200 is implemented, in one implementation, as part

of, for example, a video transmission system as described below with respect to FIG.

14. It should also be clear that the blocks of FIG. 2 provide a flow diagram of an

encoding process, in addition to providing a block diagram of an encoder.

An input image sequence arrives at an adder 1201 , as well as at a displacement

compensation block 1220, and a displacement estimation block 1218. Note that

displacement refers, for example, to either motion displacement or disparity

displacement. The input image sequence is, in one implementation, a depth sequence.

Another input to the adder 1201 is one of a variety of possible reference picture

information items received through a switch 1223.

For example, in a first scenario a mode decision module 1224 in signal

communication with the switch 1223 determines that the encoding mode should be

intra-prediction with reference to a block from the same picture (for example, a depth



picture) currently being encoded. In this first scenario, the adder 1201 receives its input

from an intra-prediction module 1222. Alternatively, in a second scenario, the mode

decision module 1224 determines that the encoding mode should be displacement

compensation and estimation with reference to a picture that is different (for example, a

different time, or view, or both) from the picture currently being encoded. In this second

scenario, the adder 1201 receives its input from the displacement compensation module

1220.

In various implementations, the intra-prediction module 1222 provides a

predetermined predictor based on one or more blocks that are neighboring blocks to a

block being encoded. In various implementations, the intra-prediction module 1222

provides a predictor (a reference) by searching within the picture being encoded for the

best reference block.

More specifically, several such predictor-based implementations search within a

reconstruction of those portions of the current picture that have already been encoded.

In some implementations, the searching is restricted to blocks that lie on the existing

block boundaries. However, in other implementations, the searching is allowed to

search blocks regardless of whether those blocks cross existing block boundaries.

Because of the searching, such implementations are often more time-intensive and

processor-intensive than merely using predetermined neighboring blocks as the

references. However, such implementations typically offer the advantage of finding a

better prediction of a given block.

Such implementations may lead to a best estimate Intra-prediction block.

Additionally, in various implementations, the boundaries of the reference block can lie

on a sub-pixel boundary, and recovery of the reference involves an interpolation step to

restore the actual block to be used as a reference during decoding. Depending on the

content of the pictures, such sub-pixel interpolation implementations may improve

compression efficiency compared to the use of neighboring blocks as references.

The adder 1201 provides a signal to a transform module 1202, which is

configured to transform its input signal and provide the transformed signal to a

quantization module 1204. The quantization module 1204 is configured to perform

quantization on its received signal and output the quantized information to an entropy



encoder 1205. The entropy encoder 1205 is configured to perform entropy encoding on

its input signal to generate a bitstream. An inverse quantization module 1206 is

configured to receive the quantized signal from quantization module 1204 and perform

inverse quantization on the quantized signal. In turn, an inverse transform module 1208

is configured to receive the inverse quantized signal from the inverse quantization

module 1206 and perform an inverse transform on its received signal. The output of the

inverse transform module 1208 is a reconstruction of the signal that is output from the

adder 1201 .

An adder (more generally referred to as a combiner) 1209 adds (combines)

signals received from the inverse transform module 1208 and the switch 1223 and

outputs the resulting signal to the intra-prediction module 1222, and an in-loop filter

1210. The resulting signal is a reconstruction of the image sequence signal that is input

to the encoder 1200.

The intra-prediction module 222 performs intra-prediction, as discussed above,

using its received signals. The in-loop filter 1210 filters the signals received from the

adder 1209 and provides filtered signals to a depth reference buffer 1212. The depth

reference buffer 12 2 provides image information to the displacement estimation and

compensation modules 1218 and 1220. The in-loop filter is, in one implementation, a

deblocking filter.

Metadata may be added to the encoder 1200 as encoded metadata and

combined with the output bitstream from the entropy coder 205. Alternatively, for

example, unencoded metadata may be input to the entropy coder 1205 for entropy

encoding along with the quantized image sequences.

Data is also provided to the output bitstream by the mode decision module 1224.

The mode decision module 1224 provides information to the bitstream that indicates the

mode used to encode a given block. Such information often includes an indication of

the location of the reference block. For example, in various implementations that use

intra-prediction and that perform a search of the current picture to find a reference

block, the mode decision module 1224 indicates the location of the reference using a

disparity vector. The disparity vector information may be provided to the mode decision

module 1224 by the intra-prediction module 1222.



As further described below, the disparity vector information may be differentially

coded using the disparity vector of a neighboring macroblock as a reference. In

addition, disparity vectors for a picture may be grouped and additionally encoded to

remove entropy since there is likely to be spatial similarity in disparity vectors.

Referring to FIG. 13, a decoder 300 depicts an implementation of a decoder

that may be used to decode images, such as, for example, depth images. The decoded

images are provided, in one implementation, to a rendering device for producing

additional views based on the depth data. The decoder 1300 is used, in other

implementations, for example, to decode metadata providing information about the

decoded bitstream, and/or to decode video data. In one implementation, the decoder

1300 is implemented as part of, for example, a video receiving system as described

below with respect to FIG. 15 . It should also be clear that the blocks of FIG. 13 provide

a flow diagram of a decoding process, in addition to providing a block diagram of a

decoder.

The decoder 300 is configured to receive a bitstream using a bitstream receiver

1302. The bitstream receiver 1302 is in signal communication with a bitstream parser

1304 and provides the bitstream to the bitstream parser 1304.

The bitstream parser 1304 is configured to transmit a residue bitstream to an

entropy decoder 1306, to transmit control syntax elements to a mode selection module

1316, and to transmit displacement (motion/disparity) vector information to a

displacement compensation module 1326.

The displacement vector information may be, for example, motion vector

information or disparity vector information. Motion vector information is typically used in

inter-prediction to indicate relative motion from a previous image. Disparity vector

information is typically used in either (i) inter-prediction to indicate disparity with respect

to a separate image or (ii) intra-prediction to indicate disparity with respect to a portion

of the same image. As is known in the art, disparity typically indicates the relative

offset, or displacement, between two images. Disparity may also be used to indicate

the relative offset, or displacement, between two portions of an image.

An inverse quantization module 1308 performs inverse quantization on an

entropy decoded signal received from the entropy decoder 306. In addition, an inverse



transform module 1310 is configured to perform an inverse transform on an inverse

quantized signal received from the inverse quantization module 1308 and to output the

inverse transformed signal to an adder (also referred to as a combiner) 1312.

The adder 1312 can receive one of a variety of other signals depending on the

decoding mode employed. For example, in one implementation, the mode decision

module 1316 determines whether displacement compensation or intra-prediction

encoding was performed by the encoder on the currently processed block by parsing

and analyzing the control syntax elements. Depending on the determined mode, the

mode selection control module 1316 accesses and controls a switch 1317, based on the

control syntax elements, so that the adder 1312 receives signals from the displacement

compensation module 1326, or an intra-prediction module 1318.

Here, the intra-prediction module 1318 is configured to perform intra-prediction to

decode a block using references to the same picture currently being decoded. In turn,

the displacement compensation module 1326 is configured to perform displacement

compensation to decode a block. The decoding uses references to a block of another

previously processed picture (from a different time or view, or both, for example) that is

different from the picture currently being decoded.

After receiving prediction or compensation information signals, the adder 1312

adds the prediction or compensation information signals with the inverse transformed

signal for transmission to an in-loop filter 1314. The in-loop filter 1314 is, for example, a

deblocking filter that filters out blocking artifacts. The adder 1312 also outputs the

added signal to the intra-prediction module 1318 for use in intra-prediction.

The in-loop filter 1314 is configured to filter its input signal and output decoded

pictures. Further, the in-loop filter 1314 provides the filtered signal to a depth reference

buffer 1320. The depth reference buffer 1320 is configured to parse its received signal

to permit and aid in displacement compensation decoding by the displacement

compensation module 1326, to which the depth reference buffer 1320 provides parsed

signals. Such parsed signals may be, for example, all or part of various pictures that

may have been used as a reference.

Metadata may be included in a bitstream provided to the bitstream receiver 1302.

The metadata may be parsed by the bitstream parser 1304, and decoded by the



entropy decoder 1306. The decoded metadata may be extracted from the decoder

1300 after the entropy decoding using an output (not shown).

Referring now to FIG. 14 , a video transmission system or apparatus 1400 is

shown, to which various features and principles described above may be applied. The

video transmission system or apparatus 400 may be, for example, a head-end or

transmission system for transmitting a signal using any of a variety of media, such as,

for example, satellite, cable, telephone-line, or terrestrial broadcast. The video

transmission system or apparatus 1400 also, or alternatively, may be used, for example,

to provide a signal for storage. The transmission may be provided over the Internet or

some other network. The video transmission system or apparatus 1400 is capable of

generating and delivering, for example, video content and other content such as, for

example, indicators of depth including, for example, depth and/or disparity values. It

should also be clear that the blocks of FIG. 14 provide a flow diagram of a video

transmission process, in addition to providing a block diagram of a video transmission

system or apparatus.

The video transmission system or apparatus 400 receives input video from a

processor 1401 . In one implementation, the processor 1401 simply provides video

images, such as the pictures 4 10 , 420, and 430 of FIG. 4 , or the pictures 510 , 520, and

530 of FIG. 5 , to the video transmission system or apparatus 1400. However, in

another implementation, the processor 1401 alternatively, or additionally, provides

depth images, to the video transmission system or apparatus 1400. The processor

1401 may also provide metadata to the video transmission system or apparatus 1400,

in which the metadata relates to one or more of the input images. The metadata is, in

one implementation, the transformation metadata and/or original picture size of FIG.

3(e). Additionally, the processor 1401 is, in one implementation, a processor configured

for performing, for example, the operations 110-1 30 of the process 100, the operations

205-235 of the process 200, or the process 1000.

The video transmission system or apparatus 1400 includes an encoder 1402 and

a transmitter 1404 capable of transmitting the encoded signal. The encoder 1402

receives video information from the processor 1401. The video information may

include, for example, video images, and/or disparity (or depth) images. The encoder



1402 generates an encoded signal(s) based on the video and/or disparity information.

The encoder 1402 is, in one implementation, the encoder 1100 of FIG. 11.

In various implementations, the encoder 1402 is, for example, an AVC encoder.

The AVC encoder may be applied to both video and disparity information. AVC refers

to the existing International Organization for Standardization/International

Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) Moving Picture Experts Group-4 (MPEG-4) Part

10 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) standard/International Telecommunication Union,

Telecommunication Sector (ITU-T) H.264 Recommendation (referred to throughout this

application as the "H.264/MPEG-4 AVC Standard" or variations thereof, such as the

"AVC standard", the "H.264 standard", or simply "AVC" or "H.264").

The encoder 402 may include sub-modules, including for example an assembly

unit for receiving and assembling various pieces of information into a structured format

for storage or transmission. The various pieces of information may include, for

example, encoded or unencoded video, encoded or unencoded disparity (or depth)

values, and encoded or unencoded elements such as, for example, motion vectors,

coding mode indicators, and syntax elements. In some implementations, the encoder

1402 includes the processor 1401 and therefore performs the operations of the

processor 1401 .

The transmitter 1404 receives the encoded signal(s) from the encoder 1402 and

transmits the encoded signal(s) in one or more output signals. The transmitter 1404

may be, for example, adapted to transmit a program signal having one or more

bitstreams representing encoded pictures and/or information related thereto. Typical

transmitters perform functions such as, for example, one or more of providing error-

correction coding, interleaving the data in the signal, randomizing the energy in the

signal, and modulating the signal onto one or more carriers using a modulator 1406.

The transmitter 1404 may include, or interface with, an antenna (not shown). Further,

implementations of the transmitter 404 may be limited to the modulator 1406.

The video transmission system or apparatus 1400 is also communicatively

coupled to a storage unit 1408. In one implementation, the storage unit 1408 is coupled

to the encoder 1402, and the storage unit 1408 stores an encoded bitstream from the

encoder 1402 and, optionally, provides the stored bitstream to the transmitter 1404. In



another implementation, the storage unit 1408 is coupled to the transmitter 1404, and

stores a bitstream from the transmitter 1404. The bitstream from the transmitter 404

may include, for example, one or more encoded bitstreams that have been further

processed by the transmitter 1404. The storage unit 1408 is, in different

implementations, one or more of a standard DVD, a Blu-Ray disc, a hard drive, or some

other storage device.

Referring now to FIG. 15, a video receiving system or apparatus 1500 is shown

to which the features and principles described above may be applied. The video

receiving system or apparatus 1500 may be configured to receive signals over a variety

of media, such as, for example, satellite, cable, telephone-line, or terrestrial broadcast.

The signals may be received over the Internet or some other network. It should also be

clear that the blocks of FIG. 15 provide a flow diagram of a video receiving process, in

addition to providing a block diagram of a video receiving system or apparatus.

The video receiving system or apparatus 1500 may be, for example, a cell-

phone, a computer, a set-top box, a television, or other device that receives encoded

video and provides, for example, decoded video signal for display (display to a user, for

example), for processing, or for storage. Thus, the video receiving system or apparatus

1500 may provide its output to, for example, a screen of a television, a computer

monitor, a computer (for storage, processing, or display), or some other storage,

processing, or display device.

The video receiving system or apparatus 1500 is capable of receiving and

processing video information, and the video information may include, for example, video

images, and/or disparity (or depth) images. The video receiving system or apparatus

1500 includes a receiver 1502 for receiving an encoded signal, such as, for example,

the signals described in the implementations of this application. The receiver 1502 may

receive, for example, a signal providing an encoding of one or more of the pictures 4 0,

420, and 430 of FIG. 4 , or of the pictures 5 10 , 520, and 530 of FIG. 5 . Alternatively, the

receiver 1502 may receive a signal output from the video transmission system 1400 (for

example, from the storage unit 1408 or the transmitter 1404) of FIG. 14.

The receiver 1502 may be, for example, adapted to receive a program signal

having a plurality of bitstreams representing encoded pictures (for example, video



pictures or depth pictures). Typical receivers perform functions such as, for example,

one or more of receiving a modulated and encoded data signal, demodulating the data

signal from one or more carriers using a demodulator 1504, de-randomizing the energy

in the signal, de-interleaving the data in the signal, and error-correction decoding the

signal. The receiver 502 may include, or interface with, an antenna (not shown).

Implementations of the receiver 1502 may be limited to the demodulator 1504.

The video receiving system or apparatus 1500 includes a decoder 1506. The

decoder 1506 is, in one implementation, the decoder 1200 of FIG. 12.

The receiver 1502 provides a received signal to the decoder 1506. The signal

provided to the decoder 1506 by the receiver 1502 may include one or more encoded

bitstreams. The decoder 506 outputs a decoded signal, such as, for example,

decoded video signals including video information, or decoded depth signals including

depth information. The decoder 1506 may be, for example, an AVC decoder.

The video receiving system or apparatus 1500 is also communicatively coupled

to a storage unit 1507. In one implementation, the storage unit 1507 is coupled to the

receiver 1502, and the receiver 1502 accesses a bitstream from the storage unit 1507

and/or stores a received bitstream to the storage unit 507. In another implementation,

the storage unit 1507 is coupled to the decoder 1506, and the decoder 1506 accesses a

bitstream from the storage unit 1507 and/or stores a decoded bitstream to the storage

unit 507. The bitstream accessed from the storage unit 507 includes, in different

implementations, one or more encoded bitstreams. The storage unit 1507 is, in

different implementations, one or more of a standard DVD, a Blu-Ray disc, a hard drive,

or some other storage device.

The output video from the decoder 1506 is provided, in one implementation, to a

processor 1508. The processor 1508 is, in one implementation, a processor configured

for performing, for example, the operations 60- 80 of the process 100, the operations

260-270 of the process 200, or the process 1100. In some implementations, the

decoder 1506 includes the processor 1508 and therefore performs the operations of the

processor 1508. In other implementations, the processor 1508 is part of a downstream

device such as, for example, a set-top box or a television.



Referring again to FIG. 3(e), the encoded data of that implementation includes

encodings of the indicated pictures, the transformation metadata, and the original

picture size. The encoded data is provided, in various implementations, as a signal or a

signal structure. The signal and/or the signal structure is stored, in various

implementations, on a processor-readable medium.

More specifically, in one implementation, a signal is formatted to include

information, and the signal includes metadata indicating a transformation performed on

a first picture to remove at least some motion occurring between the first picture and a

second picture. The signal further includes a transformed first picture, wherein the

transformed first picture is a transformation of the first picture using the transformation

indicated by the metadata. In other implementations, the signal also includes the

second picture. In yet other implementations, the signal also includes a size portion

indicating a previous size of the first picture. In various implementations, the metadata

is encoded metadata, the second picture is an encoded second picture, and the

transformed first picture is an encoded transformed first picture.

In an implementation, a signal structure includes a metadata portion for metadata

indicating a transformation performed on a first picture to remove at least some motion

occurring between the first picture and a second picture. The signal structure further

includes a first picture portion for a transformed first picture, wherein the transformed

first picture is a transformation of the first picture using the transformation indicated by

the metadata. In some implementations, the signal structure further includes a second

picture portion for the second picture.

It should be clear that the signals described above are included in various

implementations described in this application. For example, a signal including (i) a

transformed and encoded picture and/or (ii) encoded metadata is provided, in various

implementations, as output from the encoder 1200, as output from the encoder 1402, as

input to the decoder 1300, or as input to the decoder 1506. As another example, a

signal including a transformed picture and/or metadata is provided, in various

implementations, as output from the processor 1401 , or as input to the processor 508.



In various implementations, there is a loss of quality due to the transformation

and retransformation of pictures. The loss occurs because bilinear interpolation is used

for the transformation and retransformation.

- To reduce these losses, various implementations use smart interpolation

techniques as are known in the art.

- Another implementation casts the retransformation problem as an optimization

problem in which we minimize the error between the retransformed image and the

original image. This implementation analyzes the optimization problem in a least-

squares framework. The implementation modifies the least squares minimization

framework to account for rectangular blurring matrices which will be constructed

because the size of the picture after transformation will change.

- The blurring matrix of this implementation is used to convert the whole bilinear

interpolation algorithm into a matrix-vector multiplication. The vector is all the pixels in

the original image (say M). The matrix combines the pixels in the original image in

some fashion and returns another vector which represents the transformed image (say

M").

- As shown earlier, if we have an X-shift as the transformation, then the size of

the image does not change. In such a case we will have a square blurring matrix. Note

that each row of the blurring matrix shows us how to combine pixels in the original

image to obtain a new transformed pixel value. Therefore, the number of rows in the

blurring matrix is equal to the number of pixels in the transformed image.

- In this algorithm, the transformed images can have different sizes so we use

more (or less) rows in the blurring matrix depending on the transformation. Hence, we

can have a rectangular matrix in which the number of rows is not necessarily equal to

the number of columns. That is, the number of pixels in the transformed image is not

necessarily the same as the number in the original image.

- Yet another implementation provides a small amount of overhead information.

The overhead information aids the optimization algorithm in retransforming the image.

Various implementations have been described that relate, explicitly, to a GOP.

However, this is not intended to limit the applicability of those or other implementations.



- Such implementations, and the related features, however, apply to other non-

GOP implementations. The features and implementations are applicable to any series

of pictures including at least two or more pictures, whether part of a video sequence or

not. This includes, for example, an entire movie, an entire scene, a series of GOPs, or

just two pictures.

- Indeed, the pictures need not be related in a fixed temporal manner as is

common with video. In particular implementations, for example, isolated pictures are

used that have been extracted (sampled) from a video at uneven sampling times. Other

implementations use separate still pictures of, for example, a common scene.

- Further, the features and implementations are also applicable to pictures that

are not even temporally distinct. In various implementations, for example, the features

and implementations are applicable to pictures that are from different scalable layers of,

for example, a common picture. For example, in one implementation, a first picture is a

base layer of a common picture and a second picture is an enhancement layer of the

common picture. In another example, pictures from separate views at the same time

are used.

- The features and implementations are also applicable to pictures that are not

capturing information that the human eye typically sees (that is, for example, not

capturing video or still shots). For example, pictures capturing depth, disparity, edges,

exposures, or images capturing frequencies outside a normal viewing range can all be

used in various implementations that are described in this application.

This application provides multiple block/flow diagrams, including the block/flow

diagrams of FIGS. 1-2 and 10-1 5 . It should be clear that the block/flow diagrams of this

application present both a flow diagram describing a process, and a block diagram

describing functional blocks of an apparatus. Additionally, this application provides

multiple pictorial representations, including the pictorial representations of FIGS. 3-9B.

It should be clear that the pictorial representations of this application present both (i) an

illustration, a result, or an output, and (ii) a flow diagram describing a process.

Additionally, there are many implementations described in this application,

including implementations of the block/flow diagrams of FIGS. 1-2 and 10-15, as well as

the implementations depicted and described with respect to the pictorial representations



of FIGS. 3-9B. Many of the operations, blocks, inputs, or outputs of these

implementations are optional, even if not explicitly stated in the descriptions and

discussions of these implementations. For example, in the process 100, it should be

clear that, for example, encoding (140) and decoding (150) are optional. Additionally, in

the process 200, it should be clear that, for example, resizing (230, 270) and reordering

(235, 260) are optional. The mere recitation of a feature in a particular implementation

does not indicate that the feature is mandatory for all implementations. Indeed, the

opposite conclusion should generally be the default, and all features are considered

optional unless such a feature is stated to be required. Even if a feature is stated to be

required, that requirement is intended to apply only to that specific implementation, and

other implementations are assumed to be free from such a requirement.

Various implementations may have one or more of a variety of advantages. A

partial list of these advantages includes: (i) low complexity, (ii) increased compression

efficiency, (iii) reducing the number or size of motion vectors, or (iv) reducing the

number or size of residues.

We thus provide one or more implementations having particular features and

aspects. In particular, we provide several implementations relating to predicting depth

indicators. However, variations of these implementations and additional applications

are contemplated and within our disclosure, and features and aspects of described

implementations may be adapted for other implementations.

Several of the implementations and features described in this application may be

used in the context of the AVC Standard, and/or AVC with the MVC extension (Annex

H), and/or AVC with the SVC extension (Annex G). Additionally these implementations

and features may be used in the context of another standard (existing or future), or in a

context that does not involve a standard.

Reference to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment" or "one implementation" or

"an implementation" of the present principles, as well as other variations thereof, mean

that a particular feature, structure, characteristic, and so forth described in connection

with the embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the present principles.

Thus, the appearances of the phrase "in one embodiment" or "in an embodiment" or "in

one implementation" or "in an implementation", as well any other variations, appearing



in various places throughout the specification are not necessarily all referring to the

same embodiment.

Additionally, this application or its claims may refer to "determining" various

pieces of information. Determining the information may include one or more of, for

example, estimating the information, calculating the information, predicting the

information, or retrieving the information from memory.

Further, this application or its claims may refer to "accessing" various pieces of

information. Accessing the information may include one or more of, for example,

receiving the information, retrieving the information (for example, memory), storing the

information, processing the information, transmitting the information, moving the

information, copying the information, erasing the information, calculating the

information, determining the information, predicting the information, or estimating the

information.

Additionally, this application or its claims may refer to "receiving" various pieces

of information. Receiving is, as with "accessing", intended to be a broad term.

Receiving the information may include one or more of, for example, accessing the

information, or retrieving the information (for example, from memory). Further,

"receiving" is typically involved, in one way or another, during operations such as, for

example, storing the information, processing the information, transmitting the

information, moving the information, copying the information, erasing the information,

calculating the information, determining the information, predicting the information, or

estimating the information.

Various implementations refer to "images" and/or "pictures". The terms "image"

and "picture" are used interchangeably throughout this document, and are intended to

be broad terms. An "image" or a "picture" may be, for example, all or part of a frame or

of a field. The term "video" refers to a sequence of images (or pictures). An image, or a

picture, may include, for example, any of various video components or their

combinations. Such components, or their combinations, include, for example,

luminance, chrominance, Y (of YUV or YCbCr or YPbPr), U (of YUV), V (of YUV), Cb (of

YCbCr), Cr (of YCbCr), Pb (of YPbPr), Pr (of YPbPr), red (of RGB), green (of RGB),

blue (of RGB), S-Video, and negatives or positives of any of these components. An



"image" or a "picture" may also, or alternatively, refer to various different types of

content, including, for example, typical two-dimensional video, a disparity map for a 2D

video picture, a depth map that corresponds to a 2D video picture, or an edge map.

Further, many implementations may refer to a "frame". However, such

implementations are assumed to be equally applicable to a "picture" or "image".

A "depth map", or "disparity map", or "edge map", or similar terms are also

intended to be broad terms. A map generally refers, for example, to a picture that

includes a particular type of information. However, a map may include other types of

information not indicated by its name. For example, a depth map typically includes

depth information, but may also include other information such as, for example, video or

edge information.

It is to be appreciated that the use of any of the following 7", "and/or", and "at

least one of, for example, in the cases of "A/B", "A and/or B" and "at least one of A and

B", is intended to encompass the selection of the first listed option (A) only, or the

selection of the second listed option (B) only, or the selection of both options (A and B).

As a further example, in the cases of "A, B, and/or C" and "at least one of A , B, and C"

and "at least one of A , B, or C", such phrasing is intended to encompass the selection of

the first listed option (A) only, or the selection of the second listed option (B) only, or the

selection of the third listed option (C) only, or the selection of the first and the second

listed options (A and B) only, or the selection of the first and third listed options (A and

C) only, or the selection of the second and third listed options (B and C) only, or the

selection of all three options (A and B and C). This may be extended, as readily

apparent by one of ordinary skill in this and related arts, for as many items listed.

Additionally, many implementations may be implemented in one or more of an

encoder (for example, the encoder 1100 or 1402), a decoder (for example, the decoder

1200 or 1506), a post-processor (for example, the processor 1508) processing output

from a decoder, or a pre-processor (for example, the processor 1401 ) providing input to

an encoder. Further, other implementations are contemplated by this disclosure.

The implementations described herein may be implemented in, for example, a

method or a process, an apparatus, a software program, a data stream, or a signal.

Even if only discussed in the context of a single form of implementation (for example,



discussed only as a method), the implementation of features discussed may also be

implemented in other forms (for example, an apparatus or program). An apparatus may

be implemented in, for example, appropriate hardware, software, and firmware. The

methods may be implemented in, for example, an apparatus such as, for example, a

processor, which refers to processing devices in general, including, for example, a

computer, a microprocessor, an integrated circuit, or a programmable logic device.

Processors also include communication devices, such as, for example, computers, cell

phones, portable/personal digital assistants ("PDAs"), and other devices that facilitate

communication of information between end-users.

Implementations of the various processes and features described herein may be

embodied in a variety of different equipment or applications, particularly, for example,

equipment or applications associated with data encoding, data decoding, view

generation, depth or disparity processing, and other processing of images and related

depth and/or disparity maps. Examples of such equipment include an encoder, a

decoder, a post-processor processing output from a decoder, a pre-processor providing

input to an encoder, a video coder, a video decoder, a video codec, a web server, a set-

top box, a laptop, a personal computer, a cell phone, a PDA, and other communication

devices. As should be clear, the equipment may be mobile and even installed in a

mobile vehicle.

Additionally, the methods may be implemented by instructions being performed

by a processor, and such instructions (and/or data values produced by an

implementation) may be stored on a processor-readable medium such as, for example,

an integrated circuit, a software carrier or other storage device such as, for example, a

hard disk, a compact diskette ("CD"), an optical disc (such as, for example, a DVD,

often referred to as a digital versatile disc or a digital video disc), a random access

memory ("RAM"), or a read-only memory ("ROM"). The instructions may form an

application program tangibly embodied on a processor-readable medium. Instructions

may be, for example, in hardware, firmware, software, or a combination. Instructions

may be found in, for example, an operating system, a separate application, or a

combination of the two. A processor may be characterized, therefore, as, for example,

both a device configured to carry out a process and a device that includes a processor-



readable medium (such as a storage device) having instructions for carrying out a

process. Further, a processor-readable medium may store, in addition to or in lieu of

instructions, data values produced by an implementation.

As will be evident to one of skill in the art, implementations may produce a variety

of signals formatted to carry information that may be, for example, stored or transmitted.

The information may include, for example, instructions for performing a method, or data

produced by one of the described implementations. For example, a signal may be

formatted to carry as data the rules for writing or reading the syntax of a described

embodiment, or to carry as data the actual syntax-values written by a described

embodiment. Such a signal may be formatted, for example, as an electromagnetic

wave (for example, using a radio frequency portion of spectrum) or as a baseband

signal. The formatting may include, for example, encoding a data stream and

modulating a carrier with the encoded data stream. The information that the signal

carries may be, for example, analog or digital information. The signal may be

transmitted over a variety of different wired or wireless links, as is known. The signal

may be stored on a processor-readable medium.

A number of implementations have been described. Nevertheless, it will be

understood that various modifications may be made. For example, elements of different

implementations may be combined, supplemented, modified, or removed to produce

other implementations. Additionally, one of ordinary skill will understand that other

structures and processes may be substituted for those disclosed and the resulting

implementations will perform at least substantially the same function(s), in at least

substantially the same way(s), to achieve at least substantially the same result(s) as the

implementations disclosed. Accordingly, these and other implementations are

contemplated by this application.



CLAIMS

1. A method comprising:

transforming a first picture to remove at least some motion occurring between the

first picture and a second picture; and

providing the transformed first picture and one or more parameters indicating the

transformation for encoding.

2 . The method of claim 1 wherein the first picture occurs after the second picture

in a display order.

3 . The method of claim 1 wherein the motion is a motion between objects

included in the first picture and in the second picture.

4 . The method of claim 1 wherein the motion is a motion that characterizes

multiple objects that occur in the first picture and in the second picture.

5 . The method of claim 1 wherein the motion is a motion that characterizes at

least a portion of background in the first picture and the second picture.

6 . The method of claim 1 wherein the motion includes non-translational motion.

7 . The method of claim 1 wherein the transforming occurs in a pre-encoder and

the encoding occurs in an encoder.

8 . The method of claim 1 further comprising determining the motion between the

first picture and the second picture.

9 . The method of claim 1 further comprising encoding the transformed first

picture, the second picture, and the one or more parameters indicating the

transformation.



10. The method of claim 1 wherein transforming the first picture comprises

transforming the first picture to a coordinate system of the second picture, and the

method further comprises:

determining an enclosing picture size that encloses the transformed first picture

and the second picture; and

using the enclosing picture size as a size for the transformed first picture and for

the second picture.

11. The method of claim 10 further comprising encoding (i) the transformed first

picture having the enclosing picture size, (ii) the second picture having the enclosing

picture size, (iii) the one or more parameters indicating the transformation, and (iv) one

or more parameters indicating an original size of the second picture.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein encoding comprises encoding the second

picture as an intra-coded picture.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein encoding the transformed first picture

comprises encoding the transformed first picture using the second picture as a

prediction reference picture.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein:

the first picture and the second picture are part of a Group of Pictures, the Group

of Pictures including one or more additional pictures in addition to the first picture and

the second picture, and

the method further comprises:

transforming the additional pictures in the Group of Pictures to a

coordinate system of the second picture, based on motion between the additional

pictures and the second picture;

sizing the transformed additional pictures to have the enclosing picture

size; and



encoding the transformed additional pictures, wherein the encoding of one

or more of the transformed additional pictures uses the second picture as a prediction

reference picture.

15. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the first picture and the second picture are part of a Group of Pictures, the Group

of Pictures including one or more additional pictures in addition to the first picture and

the second picture, and

the method further comprises:

transforming the additional pictures in the Group of Pictures to a

coordinate system of the second picture, based on motion between the additional

pictures and the second picture;

encoding the second picture; and

encoding the transformed first picture and the transformed additional

pictures, wherein the encoding of one or more of the transformed first picture and the

transformed additional pictures uses the second picture as a prediction reference

picture.

16. The method of claim 15 further comprising:

determining an enclosing picture size that encloses the transformed first picture,

the second picture, and the transformed additional pictures; and

sizing the transformed first picture, the second picture, and the transformed

additional pictures to have the enclosing picture size,

wherein the encoding of the transformed first picture, the second picture, and the

transformed additional pictures encodes pictures having the enclosing picture size.

17. The method of claim 15 wherein the encoding of the second picture encodes

the second picture as an intra-coded picture.



18. The method of claim 1 wherein the one or more parameters indicating the

transformation comprise one or more parameters describing an inverse of the

transformation.

19. The method of claim 1 further comprising encoding the transformed first

picture using the second picture as a prediction reference picture.

20. The method of claim 19 wherein the first picture occurs after the second

picture in a display order.

2 . The method of claim 1 wherein transforming the first picture changes a

coordinate system of the first picture.

22. The method of claim 2 1 wherein transforming the first picture changes the

coordinate system of the first picture to a coordinate system of the second picture.

23. An apparatus comprising one or more processors collectively configured for

performing at least the following operations:

transforming a first picture to remove at least some motion occurring between the

first picture and a second picture; and

providing the transformed first picture and one or more parameters indicating the

transformation for encoding.

24. The apparatus of claim 23 further comprising an encoder for encoding the

transformed first picture, the second picture, and the one or more parameters indicating

the transformation.



25. A processor readable medium having stored thereon instructions for causing

one or more processors to collectively perform:

transforming a first picture to remove at least some motion occurring between the

first picture and a second picture; and

providing the transformed first picture and one or more parameters indicating the

transformation for encoding.

26. An apparatus comprising:

means for transforming a first picture to remove at least some motion occurring

between the first picture and a second picture; and

means for providing the transformed first picture and one or more parameters

indicating the transformation for encoding.

27. An apparatus comprising:

one or more processors collectively configured for transforming a first picture to

remove at least some motion occurring between the first picture and a second picture;

an encoder configurable for encoding the transformed first picture and the one or

more parameters indicating the transformation; and

a modulator configurable for modulating a signal with the encoded transformed

first picture and the encoded one or more parameters.

28. A signal formatted to include information, the signal comprising:

metadata indicating a transformation performed on a first picture to remove at

least some motion occurring between the first picture and a second picture; and

a transformed first picture, wherein the transformed first picture is a

transformation of the first picture using the transformation indicated by the metadata.

29. The signal of claim 28 further comprising a size portion indicating a previous

size of the first picture.



30. The signal of claim 28 wherein:

the metadata is encoded metadata, and

the transformed first picture is an encoded transformed first picture.

3 1 . A signal structure comprising:

a metadata portion for metadata indicating a transformation performed on a first

picture to remove at least some motion occurring between the first picture and a second

picture; and

a first picture portion for a transformed first picture, wherein the transformed first

picture is a transformation of the first picture using the transformation indicated by the

metadata.

32. A processor readable medium having stored thereon a signal structure, the

signal structure comprising:

a metadata portion for metadata indicating a transformation performed on a first

picture to remove at least some motion occurring between the first picture and a second

picture; and

a first picture portion for a transformed first picture, wherein the transformed first

picture is a transformation of the first picture using the transformation indicated by the

metadata.

33. A method comprising:

accessing a decoded version of a transformation of a first picture;

accessing one or more decoded parameters indicating the transformation,

wherein the transformation is based on motion between the first picture and a second

picture and removes at least some motion occurring between the first picture and the

second picture; and

inverse transforming the decoded transformation of the first picture to restore all

or part of the motion.



34. The method of claim 33 wherein the first picture occurs after the second

picture in a display order.

35. The method of claim 33 wherein the first picture and the second picture are

part of a Group of Pictures.

36. The method of claim 33 wherein the motion is a motion that characterizes

multiple objects that occur in the first picture and in the second picture.

37. The method of claim 33 wherein the motion is a motion that characterizes at

least a portion of background in the first picture and the second picture.

38. The method of claim 33 wherein the motion includes non-translational

motion.

39. The method of claim 33 further comprising:

accessing one or more decoded parameters indicating a previous size of the first

picture; and

resizing the inverse transformed first picture to have the previous size.

40. The method of claim 33 further comprising:

decoding an encoded transformation of the first picture to produce the decoded

version of the transformation of the first picture;

decoding an encoded version of the second picture to produce a decoded

version of the second picture; and

decoding an encoding of the parameter to produce the decoded parameter.



4 . The method of claim 40 wherein:

decoding the encoded version of the second picture comprises decoding using

intra-coded picture decoding; and

decoding the encoded transformation of the first picture comprises decoding the

transformation of the first picture using the decoded second picture as a prediction

reference picture.

42. The method of claim 33 wherein:

the first picture and the second picture are part of a Group of Pictures, the Group

of Pictures including one or more additional pictures in addition to the first picture and

the second picture, and

the method further comprises:

accessing decoded versions of transformations of the additional pictures;

inverse transforming the decoded versions of the transformations of the

additional pictures to restore previous coordinate systems for the additional pictures;

accessing one or more decoded parameters indicating a previous size of

the second picture;

decoding an encoded version of the second picture using intra-coded

picture decoding, to produce a decoded version of the second picture;

decoding an encoded transformation of the first picture using the decoded

second picture as a prediction reference picture, to produce the decoded version of the

transformation of the first picture; and

resizing the inverse transformed first picture, the decoded version of the

second picture, and the inverse transformed additional pictures to have the previous

size.

43. The method of claim 33 wherein the one or more decoded parameters

indicating the transformation comprise one or more parameters describing an inverse of

the transformation.



44. The method of claim 33 further comprising

decoding an encoded version of the second picture to produce a decoded

second picture; and

decoding an encoded transformation of the first picture using the decoded

second picture as a prediction reference picture, to produce the decoded version of the

transformation of the first picture.

45. The method of claim 44 wherein the first picture occurs after the second

picture in a display order.

46. The method of claim 33 wherein the transformation of the first picture

changes a coordinate system of the first picture.

47. The method of claim 46 wherein the transformation of the first picture

changes the coordinate system of the first picture to a coordinate system of the second

picture.

48. An apparatus comprising one or more processors collectively configured for

performing at least the following operations:

accessing a decoded version of a transformation of a first picture;

accessing one or more decoded parameters indicating the transformation,

wherein the transformation is based on motion between the first picture and a second

picture and removes at least some motion occurring between the first picture and the

second picture; and

inverse transforming the decoded transformation of the first picture to restore all

or part of the motion.

49. The apparatus of claim 48 further comprising a decoder for decoding the

transformation of the first picture and the one or more decoded parameters, to produce

the decoded version of the transformation of the first picture and the one or more

decoded parameters.



50. A processor readable medium having stored thereon instructions for causing

one or more processors to collectively perform:

accessing a decoded version of a transformation of a first picture;

accessing one or more decoded parameters indicating the transformation,

wherein the transformation is based on motion between the first picture and a second

picture and removes at least some motion occurring between the first picture and the

second picture; and

inverse transforming the decoded transformation of the first picture to restore all

or part of the motion.

5 1 . An apparatus comprising:

means for receiving a decoded version of a transformation of a first picture and

for accessing one or more decoded parameters indicating the transformation, wherein

the transformation is based on motion between the first picture and the second picture

and removes at least some motion occurring between the first picture and the second

picture; and

means for inverse transforming the decoded transformation of the first picture to

restore all or part of the motion.



52. An apparatus comprising:

a demodulator configurable for demodulating a signal that includes an encoded

version of a transformation of a first picture and one or more encoded parameters

indicating the transformation, wherein the transformation is based on motion between

the first picture and the second picture and removes at least some motion occurring

between the first picture and the second picture;

a decoder configurable for decoding the encoded version of the transformation of

the first picture and the one or more encoded parameters, to produce a decoded

version of the transformation of the first picture and one or more decoded parameters;

and

one or more processors collectively configured for inverse transforming the

decoded version of the transformation of the first picture to restore all or part of the

motion.
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